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NEW QUESTION: 1
Where do Chatter Feeds Display?

Answer:
Explanation:
On the Home
tab, where you can see
your updates, status
updates of people you
follow
and updates to records you follow and groups you're a member
of:
* On profiles, where you can see updates made by the person
whose profile you're viewing
* On records, where you can see updates to the record you're
viewing
* On Chatter groups, where you can see updates to the group
you're viewing

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is the correct PHP code for adding the output of a CMS
block to a template?
A. $this-&gt;getHtml('myCmsBlock')
B. $this-&gt;getChildBlock ('myCmsBlock')
C. $this-&gt;getcrnsHtml('myCmsElock')
D. $this-&gt;getchildcms ('myCmsBlock')
E. $this-&gt;getchildHtml('myCmsEloclc')
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Welche der folgenden GeschÃ¤ftspartnerstammtypen sind mÃ¶glich?
Es gibt 3 richtige Antworten auf diese Frage.
A. KÃ¤ufer
B. Anbieter
C. Kunden
D. FÃ¼hrt
E. Mitarbeiter
Answer: B,C,D
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